Visitors to Newfoundland and Labrador often remark on the brilliantly painted houses and outbuildings. Traditionally, however, the colour palette in use in the province was very limited. In outport communities, most houses were white, with trimwork picked out in one of a very few colours. Stages, stores and netlofts were painted with homemade ochre paint, with trim usually painted white. By the early twentieth century, commercially-made paints became available, particularly with the establishment of the Standard Manufacturing Limited’s paint division in 1907.

Standard Manufacturing Ltd. of St. John’s was established by Marmaduke Winter in 1902. Originally started as a soap factory, Standard stopped making soap in 1938. In 1949, Newfoundland’s entry into Confederation brought a drop in local sales, due to the dropping of import restrictions, but the company also expanded into mainland markets. In 1957 Standard established a distribution base in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Colour choices, however, remained limited, and paint schemes remained fairly simple. In St. John’s, downtown row houses were often painted one solid colour, with little attention paid to trimwork. Beyond St. John’s, the paint colour of choice for private residences remained white.

Changes to paint technology in the 1950s and 1960s, and the introduction of tinplate paint, saw great changes to the paint colours available to homeowners. Urban revitalization in St. John’s in the 1970s and 1980s saw the introduction of more vibrant colours from the mainland, and the more widespread use of two-colour and three-colour paint schemes. The “jelly bean row” image of Newfoundland and Labrador is a fairly recent phenomenon, given the long history of painted structures in the province.

Ochre is a substance composed of powdered hematite, or iron ore. The word “ochre” comes from the Greek meaning “pale yellow,” and it can range in colour from orange to yellow, and from brown to red. Deposits of ochre are found throughout Newfoundland, notably near Fortune Harbour and at Ochre Pit Cove. While earliest settlers may have used locally collected ochre, people were later able to purchase powdery ground ochre through local merchants. Much of this ochre was probably imported from outside of Newfoundland and Labrador.

The dry ochre was mixed with fish oil, seal oil, or sometimes linseed oil to make paint; the smell of ochre paint being prepared is remembered by many. Variations in local recipes, shades of ore, and type of oil resulted in regional colour differences.

For more paint information: 1-800-567-9481 - www.paintcafe.com
Traditional Palette

please note: chart colours may vary slightly from paint colours due to the limitations of the printing process
**Traditional Palette**

- White Gold 783-01
- Oiled Crown 775-01
- Charcoal 385-01
- Faux Finish 745-01
- White 783-01
- Chinese White 706-01
- American Red 65-01
- American Red 65-01
- White 783-01
- White 783-01

**Jelly Bean Palette**

- Yellow 007-01
- Orange 70-01
- Red 76-01
- Aqua 058-01
- Green 059-01
- Red 76-01

*please note: chart colours may vary slightly from paint colours due to the limitations of the printing process*
**Traditional Palette**

- **Swedish Blue** #706
- **Oak Brown** #201
- **Turquoise** #116
- **American Red** #152
- **White Gold** #C118
- **White** #C118

Please note: chart colours may vary slightly from paint colours due to the limitations of the printing process.
Visitors to Newfoundland and Labrador often remark on the brilliantly painted houses and outbuildings. Traditionally, however, the colour palette in use in the province was very limited. In outport communities, most houses were white, with trimwork picked out in one of a very few colours. Stages, stores and netlofts were painted with homemade ochre paint, with trim usually painted white. By the early twentieth century, commercially-made paints became available, particularly with the establishment of the Standard Manufacturing Limited’s paint division in 1907.

Standard Manufacturing Ltd. of St. John’s was established by Marmaduke Winter in 1902. Originally started as a soap factory, Standard stopped making soap in 1938. In 1949, Newfoundland’s entry into Confederation brought a drop in local sales, due to the dropping of import restrictions, but the company also expanded into mainland markets. In 1957 Standard established a distribution base in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Colour choices, however, remained limited, and paint schemes remained fairly simple. In St. John’s, downtown row houses were often painted one solid colour, with little attention paid to trimwork. Beyond St. John’s, the paint colour of choice for private residences remained white.

Changes to paint technology in the 1950s and 1960s, and the introduction of tintable paint, saw great changes to the paint colours available to homeowners. Urban revitalization in St. John’s in the 1970s and 1980s saw the introduction of more vibrant colours from the mainland, and the more widespread use of two-colour and three-colour paint schemes. The “jelly bean row” image of Newfoundland and Labrador is a fairly recent phenomenon, given the long history of painted structures in the province.

Ochre is a substance composed of powdered hematite, or iron ore. The word “ochre” comes from the Greek meaning “pale yellow,” and it can range in colour from orange to yellow, and from brown to red. Deposits of ochre are found throughout Newfoundland, notably near Fortune Harbour and at Ochre Point Cove. While earliest settlers may have used locally collected ochre, people were later able to purchase powdered ochre through local merchants. Much of this ochre was probably imported from outside of Newfoundland and Labrador.

The dry ochre was mixed with fish oil, seal oil, or sometimes linseed oil to make paint; the smell of ochre paint being prepared is remembered by many. Variations in local recipes, shades of ore, and type of oil resulted in regional colour differences.
Visitors to Newfoundland and Labrador often remark on the brilliantly painted houses and outbuildings. Traditionally, however, the colour palette in use in the province was very limited. In outport communities, most houses were white, with trimwork picked out in one of a very few colours. Stages, stores and netlofts were painted with homemade ochre paint, with trim usually painted white. By the early twentieth century, commercially-made paints became available, particularly with the establishment of the Standard Manufacturing Limited’s paint division in 1907.

Standard Manufacturing Ltd. of St. John’s was established by Marmaduke Winter in 1902. Originally started as a soap factory, Standard stopped making soap in 1938. In 1949, Newfoundland’s entry into Confederation brought a drop in local sales, due to the dropping of import restrictions, but the company also expanded into mainland markets. In 1957 Standard established a distribution base in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Colour choices, however, remained limited, and paint schemes remained fairly simple. In St. John’s, downtown row houses were often painted one solid colour, with little attention paid to trimwork. Beyond St. John’s, the paint colour of choice for private residences remained white.

Changes to paint technology in the 1950s and 1960s, and the introduction of tintable paint, saw great changes to the paint colours available to homeowners. Urban revitalization in St. John’s in the 1970s and 1980s saw the introduction of more vibrant colours from the mainland, and the more widespread use of two-colour and three-colour paint schemes. The “jelly bean row” image of Newfoundland and Labrador is a fairly recent phenomenon, given the long history of painted structures in the province.

Ochre is a substance composed of powdered hematite, or iron ore. The word “ochre” comes from the Greek meaning “pale yellow,” and it can range in colour from orange to yellow, and from brown to red. Deposits of ochre are found throughout Newfoundland, notably near Fortune Harbour and at Ochre Pit Cove. While earliest settlers may have used locally collected ochre, people were later able to purchase prepared ground ochre through local merchants. Much of this ochre was probably imported from outside of Newfoundland and Labrador.

The dry ochre was mixed with fish oil, seal oil, or sometimes linseed oil to make paint; the smell of ochre paint being prepared is remembered by many. Variations in local recipes, shades of ore, and type of oil resulted in regional colour differences.

Ochre in a substance composed of powdered hematite, or iron ore. The word “ochre” comes from the Greek meaning “pale yellow,” and it can range in colour from orange to yellow, and from brown to red. Deposits of ochre are found throughout Newfoundland, notably near Fortune Harbour and at Ochre Pit Cove. While earliest settlers may have used locally collected ochre, people were later able to purchase prepared ground ochre through local merchants. Much of this ochre was probably imported from outside of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Ochre is a substance composed of powdered hematite, or iron ore. The word “ochre” comes from the Greek meaning “pale yellow,” and it can range in colour from orange to yellow, and from brown to red. Deposits of ochre are found throughout Newfoundland, notably near Fortune Harbour and at Ochre Pit Cove. While earliest settlers may have used locally collected ochre, people were later able to purchase prepared ground ochre through local merchants. Much of this ochre was probably imported from outside of Newfoundland and Labrador.

The dry ochre was mixed with fish oil, seal oil, or sometimes linseed oil to make paint; the smell of ochre paint being prepared is remembered by many. Variations in local recipes, shades of ore, and type of oil resulted in regional colour differences.
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